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Chairman Rose, Ranking Member Walker, and honorable members of the subcommittee, thank you for inviting me here today to discuss the unhappy topic of anti-Semitism in America. My comments will focus on practices and campaigns that legitimize anti-Semitism. In particular, I will focus on the anti-Semitic nature of boycotts against individuals and entities because of their connection to Israel, an effort that styles itself as the “Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions” Movement, or BDS.

In the context of the jurisdiction of this subcommittee, it is important to note that such discriminatory boycotts do not in themselves call for violence (though some of the main organizations involved have ties to groups that do). Yet, BDS promotes inherently anti-Semitic ideas, such as the singularly evil and pariah status of Jews. Furthermore, BDS is particularly dangerous, given that, like some of the history’s most virulent anti-Semitic ideologies, it seeks to normalize anti-Semitism as an acceptable “attitude” in polite society. Any policy approach to anti-Semitic violence must be informed by an understanding of the ideologies that give anti-Semitism a patina of legitimacy.

***
The campaign to “boycott Israel” in reality seeks to legitimize discriminatory refusals to deal with people or companies simply because of their connection to the Jewish State. This is a legitimization of bigotry, just as boycotts of people because of their race, sexual orientation, or national origin would be discriminatory.

Today, it is no secret that BDS is anti-Semitic. This has been the conclusion of the German\(^1\) and Canadian parliaments\(^2\), as well as courts in Spain\(^3\) and France.\(^4\) Moreover, it is the conclusion of more than two dozen states that have passed laws the treat such boycotts the same way most states and the federal government treat LGBT boycotts: as a form of discrimination that entails consequences for the ability of companies engaged in such conduct to contract with the state or federal government.\(^5\)

It makes no difference that these calls to boycott are aimed at Israel, rather than at Jews per se. Israel is the largest Jewish community in the world and is home to the plurality—and soon the majority—of the world’s Jews. Refusals to deal that target Israel alone and not any other country offer a clear proxy for engaging in anti-Semitism under the cloak of political legitimacy. Partial boycotts are boycotts. Furthermore, discrimination need not be 100% congruent with the targeted class to be discrimination. Anti-discrimination laws make it clear that the use of proxies for race, sexual orientation, and so forth can be discriminatory.\(^7\)

Those who support anti-Semitic economic discrimination sometimes claim that they are engaged in “boycotting” for political reasons, rather than “discrimination” for mean-spirited reasons. But there is no magic distinction between these words;\(^8\) boycotts can be
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a form of discrimination. Indeed, most discrimination is driven by some political or ideological hostility to the target group. Yet refusal to deal on the basis of sexual orientation or other grounds does not escape the label of discrimination if it is simply dubbed a boycott and accompanied by an explanation of how it is justified by the target group’s conduct or favored policies.

More generally, it is an illusion that anti-Semitism only manifests itself as pure, unreasoned Jew-hatred. The most effective anti-Semites have always sought to justify their bigotry by what the Jews do. The Jews were hated for inventing monotheism. Then they were hated for giving the world Jesus; and later, hated for not accepting Jesus. They were hated for promoting capitalism and also for promoting communism. In every age, the oldest hatred clothes itself in the justifications that appeal to contemporary values and public policy considerations. Today, it is no accident that anti-Semitism tries to don the mantle of human rights.

***

Supporters of Israel boycotts point to Americans’ “proud history of participating in boycotts to advocate for human rights abroad,” referring in part to the 1980s boycott of Apartheid South Africa. So are boycotts good or bad? A combination of several contextual factors helps to identify when refusals to deal on a group basis constitute invidious discrimination.

The first factor is history. Boycotts of Jewish businesses have been a staple of anti-Semitic campaigns, most notoriously, under Nazi Germany. Such boycotts are no one’s “proud history.” Boycotts of Israel, promoted by Arab states, date back to the country’s founding in 1948, when said boycotts were used to starve and isolate the fledgling Jewish state from its inception, long before it retook the West Bank from Jordan in 1967. The same practices are now being retrofitted with new and spurious reasons.

The second factor is focus. The invocation of ostensible international law norms to demonize and isolate just one country – which happens to have the plurality of the world’s Jews but just 0.1% of the world’s population – is a sure sign of discrimination. Human rights are a powerful argument because they apply to all humans, and likewise, international law arguments are potent because they apply internationally. That is precisely why the working definition of anti-Semitism adopted by the International Holocaust Remembrance Association (IHRA) lists as a “contemporary example” of anti-Semitism the “applying of double standards” to Israel. This definition has been
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formally adopted by many democracies around the world. It is used by the United States and has most recently been incorporated into President Trump’s Executive Order on Combating Anti-Semitism.

Calls for boycotting Israel almost always apply a unique standard to the Jewish State. Those who say they favor a boycott of the Jewish State because of “occupation” or “settlements” are at best silent about similar issues across the world when they do not involve Jews. But the singling out of Israel is often even more blatant than IHRA’s “double standards.” Some of the most prominent supporters of such boycotts are themselves involved with groups active in occupied territories, not just ignoring but actively contradicting the principles they advance in justifying a Jew-focused boycott.

For example, as I reveal in an article in today’s Wall Street Journal, one of the most energetic campaigners for boycotting companies with any ties to Israel in the Golan Heights or West Bank is Human Rights Watch. Yet the director of its Middle East and African division herself publicly advocates for groups that support Armenian settlements in occupied Azerbaijani territory. To take another example, the European Council on Foreign Policy, one of the main forces behind the European Union’s imposition of discriminatory labels and other restrictions on Israeli products, is itself funded by companies doing business in occupied Western Sahara and other occupied territories. These prominent actors’ calls for boycotting Israeli businesses are not about international law – they are about creating a unique aura of illegitimacy, of “untouchableness,” around the Jewish State.

The third factor in identifying discriminatory boycotts is the people behind it. Leading pro-boycott groups have numerous documented links to terror organizations. This
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overlap is not coincidental. Founders and leaders of the boycott movement have openly called for the end to Israel as a Jewish state.\textsuperscript{19}

When all these three factors coincide, the anti-Semitism becomes undeniable.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me an opportunity to address these issues, and I welcome your questions.